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Abstract
OBJECTIVE
In the 1990s as the legal blood alcohol limit for driving changed, validation studies
reported the Standardized Field Sobriety Test (SFST) to be accurate at discriminating
between Blood Alcohol Concentrations (BAC) above or below several legal limits: 0.10,
0.08, 0.05 and 0.04%. We investigated the contribution of the validation studies’ choice
of accuracy statistic to the SFST’s reported accuracy.
METHODS
Using the data set from a commonly cited SFST validation study, we calculated the
arrest accuracy and overall accuracy of the SFST at identifying BACs above or below 31
different target BACs from 0.00 to 0.30%.
RESULTS
At target BAC 0.30% the arrest accuracy of the SFST is 1%; at BAC 0.15%, 34%; at
BAC 0.00%, 100%. The statistics arrest accuracy and overall accuracy describe the
SFST, a test designed to identify changes caused by alcohol, as less accurate when the
changes are severe, more accurate when changes are mild, and as 100% (arrest) and
93% (overall) accurate when there are no changes at all.
CONCLUSION
The statistics overall accuracy and arrest accuracy to not quantify the probability that
impaired driving defendants who failed the SFST had an elevated BAC or were impaired.

Keywords: accuracy, prevalence, diagnostic testing, impaired driving, sobriety
testing, statistics
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Introduction
This paper is about statistical methods widely understood to validate the law
enforcement Standardized Field Sobriety Test; it is not about the sobriety test itself. The
SFST is a physical examination, most often done at the roadside by a trained law
enforcement officer in the course of an impaired driving investigation. Developed
beginning in the 1970s [1-3], and field tested in projects sponsored by the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) in the 1990s [4-6], the procedure has
been well described [7-13], and its statistical properties considered [14]. Initially
investigated for its ability to identify elevated Blood Alcohol Concentration, the SFST is
also used [15] and investigated [16-23] as a method to identify impairment and the
presence of various drugs.
In court SFSTs are presented as evidence in impaired driving prosecutions, typically
through the testimony of the police officer who administered the test to the defendant.
Officers are taught [24] that the SFST was validated in NHTSA's lab and field tests, and
that if possible their testimony should reference the San Diego Field Validation Study [6],
commonly cited as Stuster and Burns 1998 (here Stuster and Burns).
Stuster and Burns reported that when officers in the study used the SFST to estimate
BAC as above or below the then new legal limit of 0.08%, the overall accuracy of their
estimates was 91%. In current SFST training police officers are taught that this statistic
shows that the SFST is valid – 91% accurate. Officers are taught that Stuster and Burns
also shows that the SFST subtests are accurate. Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus (HGN) 88%
accurate; Walk and Turn (WAT) 79% accurate; One Leg Stand (OLS) 83% accurate –in
each case “accurate” referring to overall accuracy. Stuster and Burns further reports that
officers arrest decisions were 94% accurate (we use arrest accuracy, equivalently and
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interchangeably with positive predictive value, PPV) at identifying BACs below 0.04% or
above 0.04 but below 0.08%.
Officers learn that the earlier Colorado Field Validation Study [4] reported that, in
assessing drivers as being above or below Colorado’s lower legal limit of 0.05%, arrest
decisions were 86% (overall) and 93% (arrest) accurate. Officers also learn about
Anderson et al [3], which reported that, in assessing drivers as being above or below the
then legal limit BAC of 0.10%, officers’ overall accuracy was 80%.
Based on this use of the statistics overall accuracy and PPV, police officers are taught
that the SFST is accurate at identifying BACs above or below 0.10%, above or below
0.08%, above or below 0.05% and above or below 0.04%. This allows officers to testify
that the SFST is accurate at identifying BACs above or below various legal limits
commonly used in the USA.
Quantifying the performance of diagnostic tests
In quantifying the performance of a diagnostic test, the overall accuracy and PPV are
properties dependent on the test, but not only on the test. Overall accuracy and PPV are
prevalence dependent [25-28]. They depend on, and vary with, the prevalence of the
condition tested for in the group from which test subjects are selected. Difficulties arising
from the use of overall accuracy have been described [29, 30], as has the mathematics
of quantifying diagnostic accuracy [31-36]. Vecchio [37] illustrates difficulties with the PPV
with the example of a test whose sensitivity and specificity are both 95%. When this test
indicates Yes, condition present, the answers are correct 98% of the time –but only when
the people tested are taken from a group 75% of whom have the condition tested for, i.e.
prevalence 75%. When exactly the same test is administered to people from a group with
a prevalence of 1%, the Yes answers are correct only 16% of the time.
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The diagnostic performance of a test can be quantified with statistics that are not
prevalence dependent. Sensitivity and specificity are widely used. They may be combined
to form the Likelihood Ratio (LR = sensitivity / (1-specificity)), which describes the
performance of a diagnostic test with a single number that is a property of the test alone.
The LR makes it possible to compare different tests and to get a general sense of how a
test performs [38-40]. The LR level at which a test becomes useful depends on the
application-specific meaning of “useful.” There are general guidelines. The American
Medical Association teaches medical practitioners that tests with LR greater than 10
generate large changes in probability; LR 5-10 moderate changes; LR 2- 5 small changes;
LR 1- 2 small changes that are rarely important [30].
The practical implications of the actual numbers quantifying a test’s sensitivity,
specificity, and LR are often not easy to see. This is not surprising; the implication of a
test depends on a factor, prevalence, that has been removed from those statistics. One
fix is to return prevalence to the calculation, to use the empirically discovered sensitivity
and specificity of a test to calculate the PPV (the probability a test’s answer Yes, condition
present is correct) several times, at each of a range of pre-test probabilities. The resulting
table, pairing pre-test and post-test probabilities, gives an accessible and intuitive picture
of how “accurate” a test is. In Vecchio’s example a very accurate test, 95% sensitive and
specific, changed a pre-test probability of 1% only to 16% –a surprising result, though
well described [32].
The SFST is reported to be validated by accuracy statistics, but these are prevalence
dependent. As per se impaired driving laws have changed [12], the test has been reported
to be accurate at identifying BACs above or below several legal limits: 0.10, 0.08, 0.05
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and 0.04%. This paper investigates the contribution of prevalence to the SFST accuracies
reported by Stuster and Burns.

METHODS
Using the Stuster and Burns data set, we calculated the arrest accuracy and overall
accuracy of the SFST at identifying BAC as above or below 31 target BACs from 0.00 to
0.30%. We arranged the answers in a table and observed trends. We constructed similar
tables for the SFST subtests HGN, WAT, OLS, and for two artificial data sets, one
random, the other with every test result set to Yes, BAC high. We compare and explain
results.
We calculated the LR of Stuster and Burns’ SFST at each target BAC. We constructed
a table of the PPV of the SFST at several target BACs and pre-test probabilities.
Data sets
STUSTER AND BURNS. The data set for Stuster and Burns was obtained from
Dr. Jack Stuster, author of the study. A second copy was shared by researcher Dr. Mike
Hlastala, who originally got the file from NHTSA via a FOIA request [14]. The two Excel
files were identical. Stuster and Burns’ data included HGN, WAT, and OLS “clue” counts
paired with evidentiary BAC levels. The data set included other information (encounter
date, time, driver gender, officer’s BAC estimate, etc.) not considered here. Stuster and
Burns gave criteria for interpreting individual subtests but not for interpreting the three
subtests taken together. The data set does not include entries for an overall SFST result.
RANDOMIZED SOBRIETY TEST. The first artificial data set constitutes what this
paper calls, for convenience, the Randomized Sobriety Test. Data consisted of 261
randomly generated SFST results paired with randomly generated BACs.
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SAN DIEGO ALL FAIL SOBRIETY TEST. The second artificial data set consists of the
Stuster and Burns evidentiary BAC results, but with each of those real BACs paired with
a sobriety test “result” set to BAC high. No one passes this test; everyone fails.
Index and reference tests
We calculated the overall accuracy and arrest accuracy (=PPV) with which index tests
predicted reference test results. In general, the index test was the sobriety test result
interpreted as indicating a BAC above or below the target level; the reference test was
the BAC.
For the STUSTER AND BURNS data set the index text was the combined SFST test,
defined as follows. SFST results (index) were counted as indicating BAC high when any
one of three subtests (HGN, WAT, OLS) indicated BAC high according to the criteria in
Stuster and Burns. Those criteria are based on “clue” counts. Tests indicate BAC high
when all three subtests are taken and HGN ≥ 4 or OLS ≥ 2 or WAT ≥ 2. SFSTs for drivers
who failed one subtest and passed the other two were counted as BAC high. Only SFST
results for divers who passed all three subtests were counted as indicating BAC low. The
data set included drivers with results reported for one or two subtests, but not all three.
Their SFSTs were not included in the calculations here.
The reference test was the evidentiary BAC.
For the RANDOMIZED SOBRIETY TEST, the index text gives sobriety test “results”
for each driver –BAC high or BAC low– each with 50% probability. The reference test
BACs are randomized to values between 0.00 to 0.30%. Values were randomized by the
Excel function RAND.
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For the SAN DIEGO ALL FAIL SOBRIETY TEST the index test was the sobriety test
“result”, which was in every case chosen to be BAC high. The reference test was Stuster
and Burns’ evidentiary BAC.
Target values
Target BAC values were chosen from 0.00 to 0.30%, in increments of 0.01%.
Illustrative chart
In Figure 1, OLS “clue” count is plotted against evidentiary BAC, for each driver with
reported OLS results in the Stuster and Burns data set.
Calculations
The interpretation criteria in Stuster and Burns were used to dichotomize drivers’ HGN,
WAT, OLS results as indicating BAC high or BAC low. Drivers’ evidentiary BACs were
dichotomized as well. BACs equal to or greater than the target BAC became BAC high;
BACs less than the target became BAC low. The sobriety test interpretations high or low
(index) were compared with the evidentiary BACs high or low (reference), and counts
were made of the True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), True Negative (TN), and False
Negative (FN) results at that target BAC. From these empiric quantifications of SFST
performance, calculations were done for the statistics: PPV TP / (TP + FP); overall
accuracy (TP + TN) / n, where n is the number of tests; sensitivity TP / (TP + FN);
specificity TN / (TN + FP); and likelihood ratio sensitivity / (1-specificity). These statistics
were calculated at each target BAC.
For each subtest (HGN, WAT, and OLS) arrest accuracy and overall accuracy were
calculated in the same manner, except that drivers with incomplete records were included
when possible. For example, HGN scores were counted for any driver with a recorded
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HGN result, regardless of whether the data set reported that driver’s OLS and WAT
scores. These statistics were calculated for each target BAC.
For the Randomized Sobriety Test and San Diego All Fail Sobriety Test, arrest
accuracy and overall accuracy were calculated in the same manner.
Using the empirical sensitivities and specificity of Stuster and Burns’ SFST, and a
convenient formulation of PPV [34]:
PPV =
sensitivity x prevalence
(senstitivity x prevalence) + (1 − specificity)(1 − prevalence)
prevalence-dependent arrest accuracies (PPV) were calculated at four target BACs, 0.10,
0.08, 0.05, 0.04%, at three pre-test probabilities of elevated BAC, 10, 50, and 90%.

RESULTS
The Stuster and Burns data set included records for 297 drivers. Results including all
three subtests, HGN, WAT, OLS, were reported for 261 drivers. Of these, 242 failed (had
at least one subtest indicating BAC high) and 19 passed (no subtest indicating BAC high).
The arrest accuracy (PPV) and overall accuracy of the Stuster and Burns SFST, of the
Randomized Sobriety Test, and of the San Diego All Fail Sobriety Test, at each of the
target BACs, is presented in Table 1.
For the Stuster and Burns HGN, WAT, OLS tests, similar statistics are presented in
Table 2.
For the Stuster and Burns SFST, further statistics are presented in Table 3, and
prevalence-dependent arrest accuracies are presented in Table 4.
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A plot of Stuster and Burns’ OLS “clue” count vs evidentiary BAC is presented in
Figure 1. Linear regression yielded r2 = 0.20.

DISCUSSION
Arrest accuracy and overall accuracy are higher at each lower BAC
Table 1 reveals that the lower the target BAC “identified” by the SFST, the higher the
arrest accuracy. At higher BACs the SFST is less accurate. At BAC 0.24% –three times
the legal limit in most US jurisdictions– the SFST is only 5% accurate.
This trend is not an artifact of some unusual feature of the Stuster and Burns data set.
It holds for the Random Sobriety Test, for the San Diego All Fail Sobriety Test, and for
each of the SFST’s component tests, HGN, WAT, and OLS.
The fact that a test designed to identify BAC, based on changes caused by alcohol, is
less accurate when the BAC limit is high and more accurate when the BAC limit is low, is
surprising and counterintuitive. It is also surprising that a sobriety test that simply identifies
every driver as having a high BAC, and a random sobriety test equivalent to a coin toss,
are both also accurate at identifying drivers with ever lower BACs.
Explanation
This phenomenon arises from the choice of prevalence dependent statistics to assess
diagnostic power.
Because Stuster and Burns evaluated the accuracy of an already defined SFST, the
clue-count interpretations do not vary. What does vary, here and in Stuster and Burns, is
the target BAC. Each time the target BAC is lowered, BAC high is redefined to include
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BACs above the new, lower target. More False Positives are redefined as True Positives,
and the prevalence dependent overall and PPV accuracies go up.
Figure 1 illustrates the phenomenon. Stuster and Burns’ interpretation criteria
dichotomize OLS “clue” counts of 2 or more as indicating BAC high, and counts of 0 or 1
as indicating BAC low. In Figure 1, drivers with an OLS result indicating BAC high (index)
are represented by circles. Thus, TP and FP counts involve just the circles. Now consider
the dashed horizontal line at BAC 0.10%. Circles above the line are defined as True
Positives. Circles below the line are defined as False Positives. The arrest accuracy of
the OLS test is the percentage of circles that are above the line.
This is the case for target BAC 0.10%. Then, each time the target BAC is changed,
True and False are redefined to mean above or below the new horizontal line at the new
target BAC (reference). For target BAC 0.04% the arrest accuracy is the percentage of
circles that are above the horizontal line at 0.04%.
There are more circles above the line at 0.04% than there are above the line at 0.10%.
The arrest accuracy of the Stuster and Burns SFST is greater at 0.04% than at 0.10%. In
general, as lower target BACs redefine ever lower results as True, the arrest accuracy
increases. This relationship holds for all target BACs down to 0.00, at which point all
results have been redefined as True and the arrest accuracy is 100%. The arrest accuracy
changes with target BAC because changing the target BAC changes –redefines– the
prevalence of the condition BAC high.
Drivers judged by Stuster and Burns’ OLS test to have BAC low are represented in
Figure 1 as triangles. TN and FN counts involve just the triangles. For these drivers, BACs
above the line are False; below the line are True.
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The overall accuracy is the percentage of all drivers whose results are True; that
means circles above the line and triangles below the line. As target BACs get smaller the
overall accuracy trends towards its final value, the percentage of all drivers whom the
sobriety test judges to have a high BAC. At target BAC 0.00, all circles are defined as
True, all triangles are defined as False.
The trends for the San Diego All Fail Sobriety Test are explained by considering
Figure 1 and imagining that all the triangles have become circles. The arrest and overall
accuracies are now just the percentage of the imagined circles (in the figure, circles and
triangles) above each threshold line. The arrest and overall accuracies are thus equal to
each other and to the prevalence of the condition BAC high as defined at each target
level.
For the Randomized Sobriety Test the number of subjects randomized to Pass or Fail
stayed the same at each threshold BAC. Pass 130. Fail 131. Arrest accuracy varies as
with the other tests. The overall accuracy varies randomly around 130/261 = 49%.
Table 3 quantifies this phenomenon for the overall SFST. The columns TP and FP
represent the 242 drivers who, according to the interpretation prescribed in Stuster and
Burns, failed the SFST. The arrest accuracy is the percentage of this number who are
classified as TP. At high target BACs the number of TPs is low – few drivers had BACs
above, say, 0.24%. As the correctness of the SFST’s interpretation is redefined at each
lower target BAC, the number of TPs increases and the number of FPs decreases. The
mechanics of the test do not change, but the definitions of True and False do. Finally, at
target BAC 0.00, everyone who failed the test has been redefined as a TP and the arrest
accuracy is 100%. As changes to the target BAC effectively redefine the target condition,
the sensitivity and specificity also change.
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No clinically meaningful power to discriminate between BAC high and BAC low
The arrest accuracy and overall accuracy statistics overstate the diagnostic power of
the SFST. Table 3 reveals that the 78% arrest accuracy of Stuster and Burns’ SFST at
target BAC 0.08% arises not from the diagnostic power of the test, but from the 72%
prevalence in Stuster and Burns’ study group of BACs above that level, to which is added
a small contribution –6%– from the test itself.
When a test’s sensitivity and specificity are known, calculations of PPV can quantify
the degree to which knowledge of a test result changes the probability of the condition
tested for. Table 4 shows the results of this calculation for Stuster and Burns’ SFST, using
the sensitivities and specificities in Table 3, at target BACs 0.10, 0.08, 0.05 and 0.04%.
When a group, 10% of whom have BACs above 0.08%, is tested with the SFST and
just those people who fail the SFST are considered, 13% will have a BAC above 0.08%.
That’s a change in probability of just 3%. At 50% prevalence the change is 7%. In practice
the changes in certainty created by a failed SFST are smaller than the uncertainty in the
original guesstimate of pretest probability.
This finding is consistent with the likelihood ratios reported in Table 3. All are in a range,
1- 2, that the American Medical Association teaches medical practitioners quantify the
performance of tests as being so weak that they change probabilities to degree that is
rarely clinically important.
Impairment
In their forensic use SFSTs are said to identify not just BAC but also “impairment.”
Stuster and Burns report only the accuracy of the SFST at identifying BAC. The study
explicitly does not report the accuracy of the test at identifying “impairment.” Any
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reference to the Stuster and Burns SFST’s accuracy at identifying impairment derives
from the test’s reported accuracy at identifying BAC, and inherits the limitations we report
here.
Not addressed
OFFICER’S OPINIONS. This paper addresses the statistics arrest accuracy and
overall accuracy as applied to the HGN, WAT, OLS (index) and evidentiary BAC
(reference) data in the Stuster and Burns data set. Stuster and Burns also reported the
91% overall accuracy of the dichotomized “officers’ estimated BACs” (index) at identifying
the dichotomized evidentiary BAC (reference). In making their estimations officers did not,
as Stuster and Burns’ interpretation criteria prescribe, predict BACs above or below the
0.08% target. Instead, they estimated BAC to two significant digits, recording 27 different
predicted values from 0.00% to 0.26%. The method they used to do this is not reported.
Officers not only did SFSTs, they also used a portable breath testing device and
measured each driver’s breath alcohol concentration. Officers knew the actual BAC of
each driver before they handed in the data sheet recording their own unstandardized BAC
estimate. Stuster and Burns report that the officers’ BAC estimates were “within the
margin of error of sophisticated evidentiary testing equipment” [6]. There being no
reproducible connection between officers’ BAC estimates and drivers’ HGN, WAT, and
OLS performance, the estimates are not considered here.

CONCLUSION
The statistic arrest accuracy identifies the Stuster and Burns SFST, as currently used
by law enforcement, as 78% accurate. This number is an artifact of the prevalence
dependence of arrest accuracy. Calculations independent of prevalence show that
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Stuster and Burns’ SFST actually has no meaningful power to discriminate between
drivers with high and low BACs. The statistics overall accuracy and arrest accuracy do
not quantify the probability that impaired driving defendants who failed the SFST had an
elevated BAC or were impaired.
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